Abstract. We prove the conjecture of Do and Karev that the monotone orbifold Hurwitz numbers satisfy the Chekhov-Eynard-Orantin topological recursion.
. . , τ m qˇˇˇˇτ i P S |µ| , τ 0 τ 1¨¨¨τm P C µ , τ 0 P C pq,...,qq , m " 2g´2` `| µ| q , and τ 1 , . . . , τ m is a monotone sequence of transpositions , .
-ˇˇˇˇˇˇ.
The connected monotone Hurwitz numbers hg ,µ are defined by the same formula, but with an extra addition that τ 0 , τ 1 , . . . , τ m generate a transitive subgroup of S |µ| .
For q " 1 these numbers were first introduced by Goulden, Guay-Paquet, and Novak in [GGN14] in their study of the HCIZ integral, and their orbifold version that we study in this paper was first considered by Do and Karev in [DK17] . These numbers were very intensively studied in the recent years due to their rich system of connections to integrability, combinatorics, representation theory, and geometry, see e. g. [GGN13b, GGN13a, GH15, HO15, ALS16, HKL18, Hah19, ACEH18].
1.2. Topological recursion. The topological recursion of Chekhov, Eynard, and Orantin [EO07] is a recursive procedure that associates to some initial data on a Riemann surface Σ a sequence of meromorphic differentials ω g,n on Σˆn. The initial data consist of Σ itself, functions x and y on Σ, and a choice of a symmetric bi-differential B on Σˆ2 with a double pole with bi-residue 1 on the diagonal.
We assume that x has simple critical points p 1 , . . . , p s P Σ, and by σ i we denote the local deck transformation for x near the point p i . We use the variables z i as the placeholders for the arguments of the differential forms to stress dependence on the point of the curve, and we denote by z I the set of variables with indices in the set I. Finally, n denotes the set t1, . . . , nu.
The topological recursion works as follows: first define ω 0,1 :" ydx, ω 0,2 :" B, and for 2g´2`n`1 ą 0 ω g,n`1 pz 0 , z n q :" 1 2
Originally, this procedure was designed to compute the cumulants of some class of matrix models [CE06] , but since then it has evolved a lot and nowadays it is intensively studied on the crossroads of enumerative geometry, integrable systems, and mirror symmetry, see e. g. [Eyn16, LM18] for a survey of applications. In particular, it is the key ingredient of the so-called remodeling of the B-model conjecture proposed in [BKMP09] , which suggests that topological recursion is the right version of the B-model for a class of enumerative problems, in the context of mirror symmetry theory.
1.3. The Do-Karev conjecture. Denote by H g,n the n-point generating function for the orbifold monotone Hurwitz numbers:
Consider the spectral curve data given by Σ " C, xpzq " zp1´zand ypzq " z q´1 {p1´z, Bpz 1 , z 2 q " dz 1 dz 2 {pz 1´z2 q 2 (our definition of y differs by sign from the one [DK17] since we use a different sign in the definition of the recursion kernel than in op. cit.). The critical points of xpzq are p j " pq`1q´1 {q expp2π ?´1 j{qq, j " 1, . . . , q. Consider the symmetric multi-differentials ω g,n pz 1 , . . . , z n q, g ě 0, n ě 1, defined on C n by the Chekhov-Eynard-Orantin topological recursion. The conjecture of Do-Karev claims that
where x i " xpz i q, we consider the Taylor series expansion near x 1 "¨¨¨" x n " 0, and hg ,µ1,...,µn are the monotone q-orbifold Hurwitz numbers. This conjecture is proved for pg, nq " p0, 1q in [DK17] and for pg, nq " p0, 2q in [KLS19] and in an unpublished work of Karev. It is also proved in [DDM17, DKPS19a] for all pg, nq in the case q " 1. In this paper we prove it in the general case:
Theorem 1.1. The conjecture of Do-Karev holds.
In addition to settling an explicitly posed open conjecture, this theorem is interesting in several different contexts. Firstly, it can be considered as a mirror symmetry statement in the context of the remodeling of the B-model principle of [BKMP09] . Secondly, it is a part of a more general conjecture for weighted double Hurwitz numbers proposed in [ACEH18] and its proof might be useful for the analysis of this more general conjecture. Thirdly, once the Do-Karev conjecture is proved, one can use the results of [Eyn14, DOSS14] to express the monotone orbifold Hurwitz numbers as the intersection numbers of the tautological classes on the moduli spaces of curves (for q " 1, this is done in [ALS16, DK17] [BEO15] ). Namely, in order to prove that the differentials d 1 b¨¨¨b d n H g,n px 1 , . . . , x n q satisfy the topological recursion on a given spectral curve, it is necessary and sufficient to show that (1) The conjecture holds for pg, nq " p0, 1q and p0, 2q.
(2) H g,n px 1 , . . . , x n q, 2g´2`n ą 0, are the expansion at the point x 1 "¨¨¨" x n " 0 of a finite linear combination of the products of finite order d{dx i -derivatives of the functions ξ j pz i q :" 1{pz i´pj q,
. . , x n q, considered as globally defined differentials on the spectral curve rather than formal power series expansions, satisfy the so-called quadratic loop equations. As we mentioned above, the unstable cases are proved in [DK17, KLS19] , and in an unpublished work of Karev. The second property is proved in [KLS19] . So, the only thing that we have to do to complete the proof is to formulate and prove the quadratic loop equations. It is done in proposition 4.1 below. l Remark 1.2. This approach to proving the topological recursion was earlier used in [DLPS15, DKPS19a] (where the quadratic loop equations followed directly from the cut-and-join equation) and in [BKL`17, DKPS19b] , where a system of formal corollaries of the quadratic loop equations was related to the cutand-join operators of completed r-cycles. In this paper we combine the latter result with the formula in [ALS16, Example 5.8] that expresses the partition function of the monotone orbifold Hurwitz numbers in terms of an infinite series of the operators of completed r-cycles.
1.5. Organization of the paper. This paper is very essentially based on the results of [DKPS19b] and [ALS16] . In particular, we use the notation for the semi-infinite wedge formalism from these papers without defining it.
In section 2 we derive the so-called "cut-and-join" evolutionary equation for the exponential partition function of monotone orbifold Hurwitz numbers and discuss its convergence issues. In section 3 we use the cut-and-join operator to construct a particular expression holomorphic at the critical points of the spectral curve, which is needed for the proof of the quadratic loop equations. In section 4 we formulate and prove the quadratic loop equations.
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The cut-and-join operator
Recall the notation for the semi-infinite wedge / free fermions formalism in [ALS16, DKPS19b] and the function ζpzq " e z{2´e´z{2 . The partition function of the monotone q-orbifold Hurwitz numbers can be defined as
where Dp qv λ :"
In other words,
Define the series of operators Qpzq " ř 8 r"1 Q r z r as
Define the operator J as
Here c α are the coefficients of the expansion
, and in general c α can be expressed in terms of the Bernoulli numbers as c α "
Proposition 2.1. We have:
Proof. Recall [ALS16, proposition 5.2], which states that the operator Dp q of equation (5) can be expressed on the charge zero space by the formula
Note that
and, therefore,
where the second equality follows from [SSZ12, theorem 5.2] (see also [Ale11, Ros08])
Corollary 2.2. For 2g´2`n ą 0 we have:
Proof. The proof repeats mutatis mutandis the proof of [BKL`17, proposition 10]. The only thing that makes a difference is the computation of the constantsH g,n´Hg,n . These constants come from the summand on the right-hand side of equation (13) where for allH g,n the singular part is taken. This corresponds to the case m " " n´1, and can equivalently be written in the shape of [BKL`17, proposition 6], with m " " 0. This gives
The condition d ě mint0, 3´nu excludes the unstable cases pg, nq " p0, 1q, p0, 2q, and for 2g´2`n ą 0 it simplifies to
As calculated in [BKL`17, proposition 10],
and therefore, there cannot be any derivatives acting on it. Now we use induction on 2g´2`n, with the induction hypothesis being that H g,n´Hg,n is a constant. This holds for the p0, 1q case, while the p0, 2q case is taken care of by the previous argument. Using the induction hypothesis, we get from the previous calculation that
as all constants from previous H´H are annihilated on the right-hand side by derivatives.
As both H g,n andH g,n are power series in the x i and the D xi preserve degree and vanish on constants, this shows that
Remark 2.3. It is proved in [KLS19] that each H g,n is an expansion of a globally defined meromorphic function on C n with known positions of poles and bounds on their order. More precisely, for 2g´2`n ą 0, H g,n px n q is the expansion of a function of z n , x i " xpz i q, which we denote by H g.n pz n q, with the poles in each variable only at the points p 1 , . . . , p q , where the order of poles is bounded by some constants that depend only on g and n.
Remark 2.3 implies, in particular, that the right hand side of equation (13) is an infinite sum of meromorphic functions on C n with the natural coordinates z 1 , . . . , z n , x i " xpz i q, with the poles in each variable only at the points p 1 , . . . , p q and on the diagonals, where the order of poles is bounded by some constants that depend only on g and n. Let us prove that this infinite sum converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact subset of pDztp 1 , . . . , p q uq n zDiag to a meromorphic function with the same restriction on poles (and, therefore, equation (13) makes sense). Here, D is the unit disc.
Lemma 2.4. Corollary 2.2 holds on the level of meromorphic functions on the unit disc D in the variables z i , i " 1, . . . , n: the right hand side converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact subset of pDztp 1 , . . . , p q uq n zDiag to a meromorphic function with the poles in each variable only at the points p 1 , . . . , p q and on the diagonals, where the order of poles is bounded by some constants that depend only on g and n.
Proof. In order to see the convergence, we have to rewrite each of the summands on the right hand side (the first summand and the coefficients of c α ) in a way that collects all factors D ξH0,1 pξq in a series (since it is the only source of infinite summation). Let us work it out for the first summand, the computation for all other summands is exactly the same. We have:
Now the first two summations are finite, the coefficients
are meromorphic functions with the desired restriction on poles, and the sum over t determines the explicit functions ř 8
of its argument u " z q " xy " D x kH 0,1 px k q, which converge on the unit disc.
Holomorphic expression
In this section we analyse a symmetrization of equation (13) near one of the critical points of the function xpzq. For the rest of this paper we fix p " p j , j " 1, . . . , q, and by z Þ Ñz we denote the deck transformation near p.
We define the symmetrizing operator S z and the anti-symmetrizing operator ∆ z by S z f pzq :" f pzq`f pzq ; (27) ∆ z f pzq :" f pzq´f pzq , and use the identity [BKL`17, DKPS19b]
Recall remark 2.3. Another direct corollary of the results of [KLS19] is the linear loop equations for the n-point functions that can be formulated as the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. For any g ě 0 and n ě 1 we have: S zi H g,n pzpx nis holomorphic at z i Ñ p.
In order to simplify the notation, consider equation (13) for H g,n`1 " H g,n`1 px 0 , . . . , x n q. We apply the operator S z0 to both sides of this equation. From the linear loop equations we immediately see that the left hand side of this equation is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p, as well as all summands on the right hand of this equation with k ‰ 0 (it is an infinite sum that converges in the sense of lemma 2.4). Thus we know that Lemma 3.2. The expression
It is convenient to introduce the notation
where we assume that ξ i :" xpw i q, i " 1, . . . , m, and x j :" xpz j q, j " 1, . . . , n. Denote also
where
These notations allow us to rewrite expression (29) and to reformulate lemma 3.2 as Corollary 3.3. The expression
is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p.
Quadratic loop equations
In this section we use corollary 3.3 and results of [DKPS19b] for the proof of the quadratic loop equations that can be formulated as the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. For any g ě 0, n ě 0 we have: W g,2,n pw,w | z n q is holomorphic at w Ñ p.
Let us explain the strategy of the proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the negative Euler characteristic, that is, on 2g´2`pn`1q. We split the known to be holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p expression (34), which is an infinite sum of meromorphic functions converging in the sense of lemma 2.4, into a sum of two converging infinite sums, where one sum is holomorphic once the quadratic loop equations hold for all pg 1 , n 1 q with 2g
q ă 2g´2`pn`1q, and the other sum is holomorphic if and only if the quadratic loop equation holds for pg, nq.
To this end, we have to recall some of the results of [DKPS19b] . First of all, we need a change of notation in the case when we apply ∆ wi ∆ wj and S wi S wj operators to W 0,2 pξ i , ξ j qq, ξ i " xpw i q, ξ j " xpw j q (which is a possible factor in W)-see [DKPS19b, section 3.1] for a motivation of this change of notation. So, we redefine
plog ξ i´l og ξ j q 2 . From now on, we use this modified definition, and abusing notation we always omit the tildes.
Recall that all H g,n 's satisfy the linear loop equations. Under the assumption that the quadratic loop equations hold for all pg 1 , n 1 q with 2g 1´2`p n 1`1 q ă 2g´2`pn`1q the following two lemmas hold:
Lemma 4.2. For any r ě 0 and any h, k ě 0 such that 2h´1`k´r ď 2g´2`n, the expression (36)
as well as its arbitrary D xpz0q -derivatives, is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p.
Proof. This is a direct corollary of [DKPS19b, corollary 3.4].
Lemma 4.3. For any r ě 1
Proof. This is a direct corollary of [DKPS19b, corollary 3.4 and remark 3.3].
Another statement that we need is the following. Let f i pzq, i P Z ě0 be a sequence of meromorphic functions defined on an open neighborhood U of the point p with the orders of poles bounded by some constant. Assume ř 8 i"0 f i pzq converges absolutely and uniformly on every compact subset of U ztpu to a function of the same type, that is, to a meromorphic function f pzq on U with a possible pole only at the point p with the order of the pole bounded by the same constant. Assume that we can split Z ě0 into a sequence of pairwise disjoint finite subsets
Lemma 4.4. The sum f pzq " ř 8 i"0 f i pzq is holomorphic at z Ñ p. Now we are ready to prove proposition 4.1.
Proof of proposition 4.1. As stated before, the proof works by induction on 2g´2`pn`1q. First, equation (28) and the holomorphicity at z 0 Ñ p of the expression (34) imply that the following expression is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p:
We split this expression into three parts and analyse them separately. The first part is the second summand. We consider
Note that this expression is an infinite sum of the products of derivatives of the function tH g,n u g,n , and it absolutely uniformly converges to a meromorphic function on U ztpu in the variable z 0 , where U is an open neighborhood of the point p. The proof of that is exactly the same as the proof of lemma 2.4: we have a finite number of terms with no factors of S w D ξH0,1 pξpwqq and ∆ w D ξH0,1 pξpwqq multiplied by a geometrically converging series in S w D ξH0,1 pξpwqq and ∆ w D ξH0,1 pξpwqq. On the other hand, we can rewrite this expression as the sum over r`1 " m`2d and then for each fixed r`1 we have a finite expression, which is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p according to lemma 4.2, and using the induction hypothesis along with the fact that α ě 1. Thus expression (39) satisfies the conditions of lemma 4.4, and therefore (39) converges to a holomorphic function on U .
Introduce a new notation:
This is the 'leading order' part of Q d,m in the sense that it does not include the global derivatives of z 0 or the extra z ζpzq , which would lead to terms that have been shown to be holomorphic in earlier steps of the induction. The second part is then all these extra terms, the "genus defect" part of the first summand in (38). We consider p2α i`1 q! ∆ wi W g`2k` ´r´1, `2k,n pw 1 , w 2k | z k q , and it must be holomorphic as z 0 Ñ p, as it is the difference of equations (38) 
where Expr r is equal to (37), still converges absolutely and uniformly on U ztpu in the variable z 0 , and is holomorphic as z 0 Ñ p. Because of this, the difference between equations (42) and (43) must also be holomorphic. Explicitly, this is ÿ kě1 ě0 p2k` ´1q! 2 2k` !p2kq!ˆk 1˙p S z0 W 0,1 pxpz 0p∆ z0 W 0,1 pxpz 02k´2 (44)ˆr | w1"z0 s r| w2"z0 s ∆ w1 ∆ w2 W g,2,n pw 1 , w 2 | z n q .
To analyse this expression, let us first consider the sum ÿ kě1 ě0 p2k` ´1q! 2 2k` !p2kq! k s δ 2k´2 " 1 2`p2´sq 2´δ2˘.
For s " S z0 W 0,1 pxpz 0and δ " ∆ z0 W 0,1 pxpz 0both ps`δq{2 and ps´δq{2 belong to the unit ball for z 0 near p, as W 0,1 pxppqq " 1 q`1 . Therefore, this expression defines a holomorphic function on U in the variable z 0 , non-vanishing at z 0 Ñ p. This implies that (46) r| w1"z0 s r| w2"z0 s ∆ w1 ∆ w2 W g,2,n pw 1 , w 2 | z n q is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p. Then equation (28) and lemma 3.1 (in the case g " 0, n " 0 one also has to recall equation (35)) imply that W g,2,n pz 0 ,z 0 | z n q is holomorphic at z 0 Ñ p (cf. also the arguments in [BS17, section 2.4] and [DKPS19b, section 3.2]).
